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Our regular whiteboards are made with resin lamination 
"melamine" which is typically used over a substrate 
either particle board or medium density fibreboard 
called MD F. 

These are widely used verity in class rooms and office . 
Our regular writing boards are undergone various 
quality control process during the time of manufacturing 
to ensure the smooth usage and durability of the board. 

Magnetic Boards are backed with a steel sheet to 
provide even magnetism across the surface of the 
whiteboard and can place markers, arrows, highlights, 
and even place sheets and flip boards. It makes it easy 
to present, especially if it is going to be used as a notice 
board or as an information board. 

Ceramic Whiteboards are made with white ceramic 
material fused at high temperature on steel surface and 
this attract magnets. Ceramic boards are highly durable 
and ensure a silky smooth writing experience with help 
of the ceramic coating. These boards have all the quality 
of the magnetic board and also prevent forming ghost in 
most cases 

Green Chalk Board are made with superior green matt 
finish lamination over particle ply wood to ensure 
smooth writing experience with dust free chalk .Green 
board are available in Regular , magnetic and ceramic 
materials. Using good quality dustless chalks ensures a 
healthy class room and helps to maintain the board neat 
and clean with out any ghost formation. 

Notice Board also known as pinup boards are used to 
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display notice and other information in office and school. 
These are made with softwood panel lined with velvet 
cloth to easily pin notice, photos and other display 
materials. Diecast aluminium frame ensure durability 
and elegance of the boards. These boards are available 
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in Red, maroon, green and 
navy blue colours to decor your 
front office . 

Perforated Boards are made 
with perforation front to display 

- alpha numeric character in
order to display message in

Office , Hotels and seminar halls . The letters are 
available in white and gold colours in 25 mm and 30mm 

sizes 

Groove Boards are made 
with velvet front lining with 
attractive frame to display 
information in front office of 

hotels , Office, and seminar halls where ever a luxurious 
look and feel is required .Golden Alpha numeric 
characters are available for mounting the message in 
the board. The board is easily and safely install on the 
wall using spares supplied inside each board. In case if 
you required a portable stand that can be purchased 
separatley. 
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